Main rules of reviewing the scientific publications

1. At least two independent Reviewers are asked for review and they should not represent the same affiliation as Authors
2. In cases of Authors outside of Poland, one of the Reviewers should be affiliated in institution different as the Author belongs to
3. The recommended model of reviewing and is so called double-blind review process when both Author and Reviewers do not know their personalities
4. In other cases the Reviewer must sign the declaration on any conflict of interests between the Author and the Reviewer including;
   a) direct relationship, familiar coincidence, law relationships, personal conflict
   b) direct occupational relationships
   c) direct scientific cooperation during last two years before the reviewing process
5. The Review must be in a written form and should be finished with conclusion regarding acceptation of the paper for publication or its rejection
6. Rules of qualification or rejection the paper for publication as well as the reviewers form must be published on the journal’s website
7. Names of Reviewers are confidential but ones a year the Editorial Board publishes the list of cooperating reviewers